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INTRODUCTION  
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T/R offers an alternate solution to the communications 
problem in hostile environments
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PROBLEM:
Transmit information in a hostile medium (mpath,mscatterers,reverb,noise) 
and extract it with minimal symbol/bit error
APPROACH:
Time reversal (T/R) communication system
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T/R communication systems can:
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• mitigate multipath, multiple scattering, inhomogeneous effects
• focus signal energy at a client station through a hostile medium 
• provide a secure link (unique medium function) from host-to-client
• be deployed in point-to-point (P2P) or array configurations (A2P,A2A)
• compliment existing communications technology
• be implemented in software
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TIME-REVERSAL  
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A T/R system is an intelligent, optimal, space-time, matched-filter that 
“learns” the medium
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The medium (Green’s function) provides UNIQUE paths (channels) from the 
host array to each client station---this is the key in T/R communications 
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T/R signal processing can be applied at either the
transmitter or receiver:
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T/R Receiver Realization I: G-function on Tx
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ANALYSIS: T/R Receiver I Operation
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T/R Receiver Realization III: G-function on Rcv
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ANALYSIS: T/R Receiver III Operation
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THE EXPERIMENT 
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We developed A2P ACOUSTICS experiment in a hostile, highly 
reverberant free space environment to evaluate the T/R receiver:
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The experiment was accomplished with:
• SOURCE/AMP:  B&K 4296/2716 20dB
• PILOT/CODE: Analogic 2020 arbitrary waveform generator
• MICROPHONE: B&K 2716
• DIGITIZER: LeCroy 8-bit
•-------------------------------------------------------
• PILOT: Chirp pulse swept from 0.8-2KHz
• CODE: BPSK 0.1KHz BW
• MODULATION: AM center frequency at 1.207KHz
• SAMPLING FREQUENCY: 10KHz
• SYMBOL/BIT RATE: 100 samples/symbol
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T/R acoustic receiver for stairwell experiment 
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Typical T/R Receiver Output P2P
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RESULTS
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T/R RECEIVER I: Focuses on Each Client
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T/R Receiver I: Performance
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MEASURED GREENS’ FUNCTIONS: Client #1
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T/R RECEIVER III: Focus on Client Receiver
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T/R Receiver III: Performance
Receiver Type 3, Station #1
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MEASURED GREENS’ FUNCTIONS: Client #2
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T/R RECEIVER I: Greens’ Function Analysis
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Proof-of-principle experiments have shown 
great results!
• standard receivers try to “ignore” multipath by using 
only direct path information (time gating)
• arrays have been recently introduced into comms area, 
but not intelligent (learn Green’s function) T/R arrays
BUT
• we have shown for array-to-point (A2P) communications 
the concept of a time-reversal (T/R) receiver is capable
of operating successfully in a highly reverberative 
environment 
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Summary:
• We have discussed the idea of communications in a hostile 
environment using time-reversal processing with multi-channel
(intelligent array) signal processing
• We have discussed the approach using theory, simulation, and 
experiment to evaluate the performance of T/R receiver realizations
• We have using a set of performance metrics based on symbol 
error to perform the evaluations
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T/R acoustic receiver performance comparison 
(ensemble average) of Symbol Error vs. Threshold
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We define the following terms:
• Symbol Error – error between true symbol sample 
transmitted and sample extracted by 
recvr (made up of bits)
• Bit Error – error between true bit transmitted and actual 
bit extracted by recvr
• Open Communications – both host & clients can broadcast 
openly in the environment (city, 
urban env.,etc.) and everyone 
can listen
• Secure Communications – both host & client broadcast but 
NO ONE can listen 
• Covert Communications – host broadcasts & ONLY client 
can listen
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T/R processing is accomplished spatially or 
temporally:
( ) ( ; ) ( )    Z( )=G(r; ) I( )z t g r t i t ω ω ω= ∗ ⇔ ×MEDIUM:
In the time domain, the T/R processor is:
While in the temporal frequency domain it looks more 
familiar:
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